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Abstract

This paper presents a computational model of referential
metaphor comprehension. This model is designed on top
of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), a model of the
representation of word and text meanings. Compre-
hending a referential metaphor consists in scanning the
semantic neighbors of the metaphor in order to find
words that are also semantically related to the context.
The depth of that search is compared to the time it takes
for humans to process a metaphor. In particular, we are
interested in two independent variables : the nature of
the reference (either a literal meaning or a figurative
meaning) and the nature of the context (inductive or not
inductive). We show that, for both humans and model,
first, metaphors take longer to process than the literal
meanings and second, an inductive context can shorten
the processing time.

Introduction
How do humans process a metaphor embedded into a
context and how can we account for that by means of a
computer simulation? This paper contributes to the
answer on both questions. First, we performed an
experiment with humans to know more about the way
the context can influence the metaphor processing. In
parallel, we implemented a computational model of
metaphor comprehension, ran it on the same
experiment and compared both data.

The kind of metaphor we are interested in are called
referential metaphors. As opposed to the largely-
studied predicative metaphors like my lawyer is a
shark, a referential metaphor refers to a concept
previously mentioned in the discourse. A referential
metaphor therefore follows a piece of text. For
instance, A few daysafter the judgment,I got a mail
from my lawyer. It was the bill. I found it very
expensive. The shark did not told me that...

Cognitive theories say that appropriate contexts
facilitate the comprehension of the metaphor. Martin
(1994) asserts that the comprehension of a metaphor
can be determined from the way the context predicts
the future occurrence of the metaphor. Gildea and
Glucksberg (1983) claim that metaphors are compre-

hended as easily as literal sentences. However, this
claim may only apply to predicative metaphors: various
experiments show a higher processing time for
referential metaphors (Gibbs, 1994, Noveck et al.,
2001, Onishi & Murphy, 1993) or even a worse
accuracy in answering comprehension questions
(Budiu & Anderson, 2002).

In this paper, we study the way a human and a
computational model process texts that have the
following format:
- one sentence containing a source word;
- four neutral contextual sentences;
- one sentence containing a reference to the source

word;
- an additional sentence.
The following is the English translation of one of our
texts. Note the word scientist in the 6th line, which
refers to the word child in the first line.

Aged 10, Pierre is a surprising child.
Pierre loves books.
He has an answer for everything.
During a gymnastics training, someone said:
"Who invented the Olympics?".
The scientist exclaimed: "It's the Greeks!".
The instructor turned round.

The two independent variables we study are the
nature of the reference, either a metaphoric reference
(Rm), like in the previous example, or a synonymic
reference (Rs), and the nature of the context, either
metaphorically-inductive (Im) or synonymically-
inductive (Is). A metaphorically-inductive context is
intended to induce the metaphor whereas a
synonymically-inductive context should not. The main
idea is to check the effect of an inductive context on
the comprehension of a metaphor and whether or not
this inductive context is more effective for a metaphor
than for a synonym.

A context is said to be inductive if its purpose is to
enhance the comprehension of the reference by means
of words that are associated with it. To operationalize



this idea, we decided that an inductive context should
contain at least three words whose semantic similarity
with the reference is higher than the semantic similarity
with the other kind of reference. For instance, a word
W is part of an inductive context for a metaphor M, S
being the corresponding synonym, if:

similarity (W,M) > similarity (W,S),
and vice versa.

We relied on Latent Semantic Analysis (Deerwester,
1990) in order to compute the various semantic
similarities. Since this tool will be also used as part of
our model, we will present it later. 

This gives us four versions of each text:
- synonymic reference/synonymic induction (RsIs);
- synonymic reference/metaphoric induction (RsIm);
- metaphoric reference/synonymic induction (RmIs);
- metaphoric reference/metaphoric induction (RmIm).
 
It is worth noting that the difference between Is and Im
is slight: Im is just a rephrasing of Is with 3 or 4
specific words added. The main idea remains identical.
We designed 8 French texts, thus a total of 32 versions.
The following is the translation of the synonymically-
inductive context of the previous example (the
synonym is boy and the metaphor is scientist).
Inductive words are underlined.

Aged 10, Pierre is a surprising child.
He likes teasing girls with his friends.
It doesnot preventhim from being seriousat school.
One day, he was playing with his mother.
Someone said: "Who knows the origin of the
Olympics?"
The boy/scientist exclaimed: "It's the Greeks!".
The instructor turned round.

This synonymically-inductive context contains words
that are associated with the word child. On the
opposite, the metaphorically-inductive context contains
words that are associated with scientist:

Aged 10, Pierre is a surprising child.
He is a very cultured person.
His professors are surprised by so much ingenuity.
His knowledge is well developed.
Oneday, someonesaid: "Who knowsthe origin of the
Olympics?"
The boy/scientist exclaimed: "It's the Greeks!".
The instructor turned round.

The dependent variable we defined is the time it takes
to process the reference (metaphor or synonym). This
is quite a common practice in the literature to model
the comprehension difficulties. The less the time taken
to read a sentence, the easiest the comprehension. We
will see in the next sections how this was implemented
for both humans and computer.

First, we will present the human experiment, then our
computational model. Secondly, we will compare both
data.

Human Experiment
Fifty-nine undergraduate students volunteered to
participate to this experiment. All were French native
speakers. Subjects read two texts in each of the four
conditions. The order of the presentation was
counterbalanced across subjects. Texts were presented
one line at a time on a computer screen. Subjects had to
press the space bar to display the next line. After the 7th

line, subjects had to answer two comprehension
questions, that we will not detail in this paper. The goal
of these questions was to keep subjects concentrated on
the comprehension of the text. Two practice texts were
presented to subjects beforehand. In order to control
both the variation of reading speed and the variation of
number of syllables of the line containing the
reference, the dependent variable was actually the
difference between a theoretical reading time and an
effective reading time of the reference line. The
theoretical time is the average time it takes for subjects
to read a line with the same number of syllables. This
information comes from the measure of the reading
speed of all the lines subjects had read. If Tref is the
effective reading time of the reference line and Sref its
number of syllables, Ttotal the total reading time and Stotal

number of syllables, the dependent variable A is the
additional time it takes for a subject to process the
reference :

A = Tref - Sref  * Ttotal  / Stotal

Results are presented in Table 1. For instance, if the
reference was a synonym with a synonymically-
inductive context, subjects spent an average of 111 less
milliseconds to process the line than for a standard line
with the same number of syllables. In the opposite,
they spent 120 more milliseconds than a standard line
if the context was metaphorically-inductive.

Table 1 : Mean additional time for processing different
references in different contexts (human data)

Additional time Syn. induction (Is) Met. induction (Im)
Syn. reference (Rs) -111 120
Met. reference (Rm) 488 326

The first result is concerned with the reference
variable. The experiment show that metaphors takes
longer to process than synonyms (F(1,58)=22,5;
p<.01). This result is coherent with the literature: as we
mentioned earlier, it takes usually more time to process
a referential metaphor than the literal meaning.

The second result concerns the context variable. The
experiment shows that it takes shorter to process a



referencewhen the context is inductive (F(1,58)=4.5;
p<.05):synonymically-inductivecontextsprofits to the
synonyms and metaphorically-inductive contexts
profits to the metaphors.Under an inductive context,
the meangain is 231msfor synonymsand 152msfor
metaphors.If we admit that the readingduration is a
goodindicatorof thecomprehension,it is interestingto
note that a slight change in the context affects
significantly the comprehension of a reference.

Finally, there was no interaction betweenthe two
factors.

These results were quite expected.We will now
presentour computationalmodel,apply it to the same
32 versionsof texts, and comparehumanand model
data. 

Simulation
Thegoalof this sectionis to presentour computational
model for simulatingthe comprehensionof referential
metaphors. First, we will present the knowledge
representationwe rely on, then the computational
model per se, then how it can simulate the previous
experiment.

Knowledge Representation
A computationalmodel of metaphorcomprehension
needsto bebasedon a representationof word meaning.
In the domainof metaphoror metonymyprocessing,
severalformalisms are used in the literature: lexical
networks(Duvignau et al., 2002), semanticnetworks
(Markert & Hahn, 2002; Martin, 1994) or
connectionnistrepresentations(Thomaset al., 2001).
The main problemwith theseapproachesis that they
representa limited set of word meanings.Only a few
metaphors can therefore be processed. Another
approachconsistsin representingthe meaningsof all
words,which permitsto test the modelon any kind of
metaphor.Latent SemanticAnalysis (LSA) is such a
knowledgerepresentationtool (Landauer& Dumais,
1997).

LSA analysesthe co-occurrencesof words in huge
corpus (several millions of words) of unprocessed
texts.The ideais moreelaboratedthanjust occurrence
countingwhichalreadyprovedits limits (seeLandauer,
2002 for a nice review on that topic). The main
hypothesisis that two wordsaresemanticallysimilar if
they occur in semanticallysimilar paragraphs.In the
sameway, two paragraphsareconsideredsemantically
similar if theycontainsemanticallysimilar words.This
mutual recursion is solved by a mathematical
procedure called singular value decomposition
(Deerwester et al., 1990).

Oncethewhole corpushasbeenanalyzed,all words
and paragraphsare representedby high-dimensional
vectors (generally around 300 dimensions). This
representationis clearly not as explicit as symbolic

representations,like semanticnetworksor conceptual
graphs,but we arenot interestedin the representation
per se but rather in comparisonrelationshipsbetween
words and/or texts. 

What is interestingis that LSA offers us a way to
compare two words or groups of words from a
semanticpoint of view. Since every word and every
paragraph is representedby a vector, the cosine
function easily returns a measureof similarity. This
measureis a numberbetween-1 (lowestsimilarity) and
1 (highest similarity). 

Another interestingpoint is that any new piece of
text can be easily associatedto a vector, even if this
sequenceof words did not appear as such in the
original corpus. To do that, LSA just sums up the
vectorscorrespondingto thewordsof thenewpieceof
text. 

To giveanideaof howLSA works,thefollowing are
examplesof semanticsimilarities, computedfrom the
corpus"General_Reading_up_to_1st_year_college"on
the LSA web site of the university of Colorado
(http://lsa.colorado.edu):
- similarity("mice","mouse") = .79
- similarity("computer","disk") = .70
- similarity("computer","duck") = .01
- similarity("every mouse was scaredby the feline",

"mice were afraid of the cat") = .74
NumerousexperimentsshowedthatLSA mimicsquite
well the human similarity judgement (Foltz, 1998;
Landauer& Dumais,1997; Rehderet al. 1998;Wolfe
et al., 1998). LSA is thereforea very good candidate
for representingthemeaningof wordsin computational
simulations. 

Kintsch' model
Kintsch (2000) relied on LSA to design a
computationalmodel of metaphorcomprehension.He
wasinterestedin predicativemetaphors,whoseform is
A is a B (i.e., the mosquito is a vampire). His goalwas
to constructa vector for the metaphorfrom the vector
for the topic A (i.e., mosquito) and the vector for the
vehicleB (i.e.,vampire). Kintsch foundthat justadding
the two vectorsdoesnot work: the new vector is far
from vectors for landmarks,which are words that
expressthenewemergentmeaningof themetaphor.In
the sharkmetaphor,suchlandmarkscan be vicious or
aggressive. Landmarks are obviously defined by hand.

Insteadof justaddingthetopicvectorandthevehicle
vector,Kintsch ratherlinked LSA to his construction-
integrationmodel(Kintsch,1998).Theideawasto find
words that could represent the meaning of the
metaphor,so that a bettervectorcould be constructed
for themetaphor.Wordsthatareassociatedto both the
topic and the vehicle are good candidates.

One way to do that is to consider the semantic
neighborhood of the vehicle. Kintsch's idea was
thereforeto selectneighborsof thevehiclethatarealso



associatedto the topic. For instance,sea is associated
to shark but not to lawyer whereasvicious is associated
to both, althoughit is not immediate.In order to do
that, a network composed of the vehicle, the topic and a
fixed set of neighborsof the vehicle is constructed.
Theseitems are connectedby links whose value is
given by LSA cosines.The integrationcomponentis
then run: an iterative spreadingactivation algorithm
selectsthe nodesthat are connectedto both the topic
andthevehicle.The k (usually5) bestsactivatednodes
areaddedto the topic vectorandthe vehiclevector to
form the vector for the metaphor.

Kintsch showed that this procedure works with
severalmetaphors,since the new vector is closer to
landmarks he has selected than the other vectors.
However this model has some limits:
- the fact that the setof neighborshasa predetermined

sizeis a drawback:it shouldbe setbeforehandby a
trial and error procedurewhich is not cognitively
plausible;

- tests are not systematic: Kintsch picked some
metaphors,some landmarks and claimed that the
model works but this experimentreflects a lack of
stringency. 

Comparing the model with humans data can be
performedat variouslevels.First, onecancomparethe
new meaningthat emergedfrom the associationof the
topic and the vehicle (for instancethe idea of vicious
from themetaphormy lawyer is a shark). That is what
Kintsch did. In this paper,we are more interestedin
simulatingthedifferencesin time processingaccording
to the different contexts.

Our model
In order to model the time it takes to processa
referential metaphor, we made some changes on
Kintsch's model. Firstly, since we do not work on
predicative metaphors but rather on referential
metaphors,we do not havea single topic but rathera
whole context.We arethereforeinterestedin selecting
words that are common to both the vehicle and the
context.Secondly,the searchof commonneighborsis
not performedon a predeterminedsetof neighborsbut
rather done incrementally. The idea consists in
scanningall neighborsof the vehicle, from the closest
to the farthest,andkeepingthosethat arecloseenough
to the context.The procedureendswhen 5 neighbors
are found. Let's take an example, for illustrative
purpose only. Consider two different contexts
preceding the word illuminate:
- During winter days, the city is dark very early. The

local council plans to buy more street lamps. They
would (illuminate)...

- Student complains that they cannot understand the
theorem. The teacher decides to draw an example.
His comments (illuminate)...

In the first case, illuminate has a literal meaning

whereasit has a figurative meaning in the second
context. Our model will scan the neighbors of
illuminate, starting from the closest one and
progressivelygoing away. The 5 common neighbors
will be found quickly in the first case because
illuminate is expected in this context. Words like
projector or light will be gathered.

However, it may ”take time” to find them in the
secondcontext becausewords that are likely to be
closeto the context (like clear or explain) are further
away in the neighborhood of illuminate.

This is how we model the time it takesto processa
metaphor.The depth of this search (i.e., the total
numberof neighborsthe modelhasto considerbefore
finding 5 of them) will be comparedwith the human
dependentvariable (additional time) presentedin the
previous section.

This modelhasbeenprogrammedin C on top of the
LSA routines. To be precise, we need to describe
several parameters that are used in this program:
- corpus : we used a French corpus of 24 millions

words, coming from all the texts published in the
newspaperLe Monde, during year1999.This corpus
was analyzedby LSA to be representedin a 300-
dimensionsspace. This proceduretook about 30
hours,but thencomputingsimilaritiesbetweenpieces
of texts or getting the closestneighborsof a word
takes a few seconds.

- neighbor weight : words for which LSA has not
enoughknowledgeeither becausetheir frequencyin
the corpusis too low or becausethey appearin two
manydifferent contexts(like articles,pronouns,etc.)
are ruled out. We rely for that on the weight LSA
associatesto eachvector. We experimentallyfound
that words whoseweight is above.85 or below .2
should not be kept.

- Similarity with the context : we said that vehicle
neighborswhosesimilarity with the context is high
enoughshouldbe kept. This idea of "high enough"
needsto be operationalized.Kintsch usesa threshold
of two standarddeviationsabovethemeansimilarity
betweenwords,which givesavalueof .14.We found
that a threshold of .2 gives better results on our
French corpus.

- Number of neighbors to keep : like Kintsch,we keep
5 neighbors.
It is worth noting that other values for these

parametersdo not changedramaticallythe behaviorof
the model.

Simulation

Table 2 shows the results on the previous 32 texts.
Except for the metaphoric reference in a
synonymically-inductivecontext, Student tests show
that all valuesare identical from a statisticalpoint of



view. 

Table 2 : Mean search depth for processing different
references in different contexts (model data)

Search depth Syn. induction (Is) Met. induction (Im)
Syn. reference (Rs) 385 357
Met. reference (Rm) 1432 393

The search depth is tremendously higher for
metaphoric reference under a synonymically-inductive
context. In a previous experiment (Lemaire et al.,
2001), we showed that, contrarily to this kind of model,
humans can stop processing a weird metaphor although
they do not have a clear understanding of it. A similar
phenomena may have occurred here. The model keeps
scanning neighbors although the expected benefit is
low.

Another point is that there are no differences
between the two different contexts for the synonymic
reference. An inductive context benefits to the
figurative meaning but seems to have no effect on the
processing of the literal meaning.

Conclusion

Comparison between humans and model
Overall, simulation and empirical data are in
accordance. In both cases, metaphors are harder to
process than synonyms and an inductive context
facilitate the processing. The main difference lies in the
processing of metaphor under an inductive context. The
model is much more sensitive to an inductive context,
to such an extent that metaphors are processed as
quickly as synonyms. In the case of human data, the
inductive context also reduces the time processing for
metaphors, but not enough for reaching the synonym
value. It is like the model works better than the
humans! The reason for that could be twofold.

First, the text material might benefit mainly to the
model due to the way we designed it. As we mentioned
earlier, inductive texts contain words that are close to
the reference and we relied on LSA to control these
similarities. We are aware of this circularity: LSA is
assessed by means of an experiment that rely on LSA.
However, many tests have been performed in the
literature which show that LSA mimics well the
similarity judgment. It seemed therefore reasonable to
use LSA for controlling similarities.

Second, the reason for the discrepancy between
human and model could be that humans process
metaphors in a way which is not accounted for by the
model. The problem is that we do not know whether
this difference has to do with the reference processing
or with the metaphor processing. The model is
designed to process metaphors, not references, and it is
what it does. However, humans surely process

simultaneously metaphor and reference. That might
explain the extra delay needed by humans. In order to
know more about that, we plan to perform another
experiment in which the reference processing would be
better controlled, for example by requesting subjects to
perform a lexical decision task.

Relationships with cognitive theories
We will now analyze our model with respect to the
cognitive theories. There is a large debate in the
literature about the way a figurative meaning is
cognitively processed compared to a literal meaning.
The old stage theory (Searle, 1979) does not seem to be
longer valid. This model considered that the literal
meaning is first processed and, in case of failure, that it
is reanalyzed as a metaphor. Current theories
hypothesize a single mechanism for processing both
meanings : metaphors would be processed by the same
mechanism as literal sentences, and in parallel (Gibbs,
1994; Glucksberg, 2001). Our model fits in with these
theories: there is no specific procedure to deal with
metaphors.
If most researchers agree with the idea of a single
mechanism, it does not mean that figurative and literal
meanings are processed in equivalent time. This a
second debate. It seems that there is no extra time
needed to process predicative metaphors (McElree &
Nordie, 1999). However, people found differences for
referential metaphors as we mentioned in the
introduction. We also found a difference, in both
human data and computational data, which confirms
these results.

LSA for computational models
LSA appears to be an interesting framework for
designing computational models in the domain of
language. It proposes a solution to the main drawback
of most computational models, namely the lack of
exhaustiveness and objectivity.

Exhaustiveness is an important issue: word meanings
form a large network that it is important to consider in
full. Working on just a small set of words might alter
the model performances since the meaning of a word
depends on all the other words. In addition,
exhaustiveness permit to test models on an infinite set
of texts.

Objectivity is possible with LSA since the human
intervention is minimal. Hand-coded representations
largely depend on the people who designed it,
especially in the domain of language. If we want
experiments to be replicated, we need objective
procedures.

In the other hand, LSA suffers from being dependent
on a large set of empirical parameters. Nobody knows
the optimal number of dimensions nor the correct size
of the corpus. Actually, no research teams seem to have



acorpusit is happywith. In this experiment,werely on
a corpusfrom a newspaper,but this is far from perfect.
Cognitivemodelsneedto bebasedon inputsthatareas
closeaspossibleto the humanones.This is a problem
with LSA sincethe inputs (all what a humanbeing is
exposedto) are hugeand occur on a period of many
years. Our future work will consist in gathering
specific texts in order to have a better corpus.
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